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Buehler

Innovates for Customer Success

B

uehler is committed to providing high-quality
service to customers in the industrial heating arena.
Julien Noel, Buehler general manager and ITW
vice president, explains, “Our recent innovations, such
as the Mosaic diamond grinding discs (DGD) and the
AutoMet programmable grinder-polisher, are focused on
delivering superior results while saving you time. Buehler
developed the high-strength abrasive surface of the new
Mosaic DGD to effectively grind steel, sintered carbides,
alloyed metals, coatings and other hard materials. The
Mosaic DGD provides users with an enhanced material
removal rate, consistency in results, labor savings and an
extended lifetime that saves on repeat purchases.”
Buehler focuses on heat-treating, automotive,
aerospace and other industrial markets where quality
is imperative and fast, reliable results are required in
production. Noel said, “We conduct global product
research in collaboration with our customers and the
Buehler team of materials scientists who provide input,
testing and validation. Buehler’s accomplishments are the
result of delivering solutions to the market for production
reliability, supporting the growth of our customers and
improving their bottom line.”
Buehler maintains an extensive network of service,
distributor and sales engineer teams that are available
to meet with customers at their location or at the
worldwide Buehler Solutions Centers. To fi nd out more
on improving methods, see
the recent Technical Papers by
Buehler’s material scientists
in the “Industries” section of
Buehler’s site.
Buehler maintains its legacy
of industry partnership with
affi liations such as ASM
International, American
Society for Testing and
Materials and International
Metallographic Society. In
2019, Buehler is celebrating
Julien Noel,
75 years of partnership with
general manager
ASM International.

Buehler
41 Waukegan Road, Lake Bluff, IL 60044
marketing@buehler.com; www.buehler.com

Busch Vacuum Pumps
and Systems

A

s the number-one company for individual vacuum
system production, Busch Vacuum Pumps and
Systems has been providing leading-edge, custom
solutions to our customers for over 50 years. Our vacuum
and pressure technology can be found in all areas of life
and industry worldwide – from food packaging to the
coating of microchips.
We are a family business through and through. Our
customers have always been the focus since the company
was founded in 1963. Today, with over 3,500 employees,
60 subsidiaries in more than 40 countries and sales agents
in over 30 countries, we can provide sound advice and
technical support directly at our customers’ locations.
Whether the need is pumping capacity for pump-down,
high vacuum for holding or anything in between, our wide
product offering and application understanding ensures the
right technical solution.
Our Project Management Team will ensure the job
is executed on time, communicating major milestones
along the way. Busch manufacturing sites use the most
modern manufacturing techniques, machinery and
equipment. The strict quality management procedures
we implement allow us to meet the specific requirements
of all industries we supply. We constantly evaluate our
operation in order to maintain
the highest standards, and we
continue to develop innovative
technologies that will define
the future of vacuum system
applications.
The Busch solution doesn’t
end there. We have established
the industry’s most advanced
service network for vacuum
systems, and our team of
Service Specialists will ensure
your system is operating
Ben Cameron,
systems manager
reliably for years to come.

Busch Vacuum Pumps and Systems
516 Viking Drive, Virginia Beach, VA 23452
1-800-USA-PUMP
info@buschusa.com
www.buschusa.com
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